Some Responses to Queries:
1.

Moodle: Do you know how many concurrent users (max) will use it?
o The maximum number of the concurrent users is around between 100-500.

2.

Moodle: can you share an example of course content, which format will be used?
o The format can be: video, powerpoint, micro-soft word and PDF. Some contents from
the existing moodle.

3.

Moodle: Do you have an idea of the features you will need in Moodle
o The moodle structure consists of: announcement, discussion, course instruction, video,
slide/power point, workbook overview and instruction, workbook/assignment,
workbook exercise.

4.

Moodle: Do you expect a design adaptation?
o I am not sure what you meant. We have a sample of moodle to share when we are
implementing the project. In overall, it is a simple platform because moodle offer us
the template.

5.

Website: Will the content (KH/En) both for the website and the Moodle platform be
provided by UNFPA or do you expect the contractor to create content and include
copywriting within the proposal?
o The contents will be given by the taskforce for both Khmer and English.

6.

The 5 minutes tutorial video will be about recording the website/moodle navigation
flows with explanation or do you expect something else?
o The main aim of the video is to provide a summary tutorial, which help learners to
navigate the course in order to succeed their learning. We do not expect any thing else.

7.

Testing. Do you expect the contractor to manage the recruitment, venue, etc? Or just
to organize de methodology
o You are responsible for technical issues, including testing while the taskforce is
responsible for the recruitment.

8.

Videos/photos edition (voice over, subtitles, etc). Can you provide a reference in terms
of the number of materials and length of the videos?
o The video length is around 5mn. We expected roughly 30-40 videos existing video to
upload for this project.

9.

Do you have an idea of the structure of the website, and volume of content?
o Please refer this link for a reference http://www.cmidwivesc.org

